Background

- Nonprofit, Spanish school that is collectively owned and operated wholly owned by the teaching staff.

- Quetzaltenango, Guatemala

- Collectively owned and operated Spanish language school that has been serving an international crowd of students since 1992.
Classes Offered

- Offers multiple classes:
  - Spanish Immersion Course
  - Spanish for Teachers
  - Social Work Program
  - Online Spanish Course

and last but not least...

- Medical Spanish Program
Medical Spanish Program

- 2-5h a Day, 4 days/week - Participation in the Medical Spanish Program (Clinical experience suitable for elective rotation).

- 4 hours daily of one-on-one Spanish instruction, with supplemental curriculum for medical Spanish

- Lectures targeting cultural competencies during the first week in addition to the one-on-one Spanish Instruction
Medical Spanish Program

- Homestay with a Guatemalan family in a private room with three meals a day, safe drinking water and a hot shower.

- Opportunities for involvement in volunteer/community projects (family support center, safe stove project).
Homestay
Safe Stove Project

- Joint effort between Pop Wuj and several communities surrounding Xela to improve the environment, health, and sustainability of the communities.

- Designed to combat serious issues facing households who rely on an indoor open fire for their cooking needs.

- Severe respiratory problems and accidental burns due to poor ventilation in one-room homes.